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Simple Summary: Ultra-high dose rate (UHDR) irradiation in proton therapy has mostly been
performed using a cyclotron system so far. In this study, we present our approach to achieve an
ultra-high dose rate for a clinical synchrotron proton therapy system and its dosimetric specifications.
We demonstrated that it is feasible to adapt an existing clinical synchrotron-based proton therapy
system and reach ~100 nA nozzle beam. UHDR dose rate (>40 Gy/s) was reached with the tested
spot scanning patterns. The maximum dose per spill depends on the field size and is limited by the
maximum charge extraction per spill. A beam monitoring ion chamber is currently being incorporated
into the beam control system to improve system reproducibility and expand the irradiation area.

Abstract: Background: This study aims to present the feasibility of developing a synchrotron-based
proton ultra-high dose rate (UHDR) pencil beam scanning (PBS) system. Methods: The RF extraction
power in the synchrotron system was increased to generate 142.4 MeV pulsed proton beams for
UHDR irradiation at ~100 nA beam current. The charge per spill was measured using a Faraday
cup. The spill length and microscopic time structure of each spill was measured with a 2D strip
transmission ion chamber. The measured UHDR beam fluence was used to derive the spot dwell
time for pencil beam scanning. Absolute dose distributions at various depths and spot spacings were
measured using Gafchromic films in a solid-water phantom. Results: For proton UHDR beams at
142.4 MeV, the maximum charge per spill is 4.96 ± 0.10 nC with a maximum spill length of 50 ms. This
translates to an average beam current of approximately 100 nA during each spill. Using a 2 × 2 spot
delivery pattern, the delivered dose per spill at 5 cm and 13.5 cm depth is 36.3 Gy (726.3 Gy/s) and
56.2 Gy (1124.0 Gy/s), respectively. Conclusions: The synchrotron-based proton therapy system has
the capability to deliver pulsed proton UHDR PBS beams. The maximum deliverable dose and field
size per pulse are limited by the spill length and extraction charge.

Keywords: proton; synchrotron; FLASH; ultra-high dose rate; pencil beam scanning

1. Introduction

When compared to irradiation with conventional dose rate (CONV), ultra-high dose
rate (UHDR) radiation (>40 Gy/s) has demonstrated improved normal tissue sparing and
equivalent tumor control, referred to as the “FLASH effect” [1]. This FLASH effect has been
reported in a multitude of pre-clinical studies with different animal models across a variety
of treatment sites [2–15]. With the encouraging results from these studies, FLASH radiation
therapy has swiftly moved forward, with several clinical trials open for canine [16] and
human cancer patients [17].
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The delivery modalities for UHDR irradiation include X-rays from orthovoltage
units [2] or experimental super-conducting LINAC [2–15], electron beams from modi-
fied clinical LINAC [2–15] and proton therapy systems [12–15]. Among these modalities,
UHDR proton therapy has gained particular interest, stemming from its desirable beam
properties such as a capability to treat deep tumors, sharp beam penumbra and distal dose
fall-off (Bragg peaks). Most of the reported proton UHDR studies have utilized clinical
isochronous cyclotron [12–15,18–21] or synchro-cyclotron systems [22,23], albeit with nec-
essary modification to increase the proton beam current and attain the desired dose rate.
These cyclotron systems deliver quasi-continuous proton beams with the beam current
typically on the order of hundreds of nano-amperes (nA). In contrast, the synchrotron-based
proton therapy system delivers proton beams in sequential pulses known as synchrotron
spill, each lasting 0.5~5 s for double scattering beams or up to a few seconds in the slow
extraction mode for PBS. The total charge of protons per spill varies from ~3 to 15 nC, and
an approximately 2 to 3 s delay between spills is necessary to re-fill the synchrotron ring
with protons and for further acceleration. The average beam current remains at a few nAs,
while the total number of protons per spill limits the maximum dose that can be delivered
in each pulse.

Due to these challenges, few FLASH studies have been reported using synchrotron-
based proton therapy systems. The total number of extracted protons per spill and the
delay time between spills are inherently limited by the design of synchrotron. Due to the
space-charge limit and slow dipole cycle rate in clinical synchrotron systems, there is no
significant difference in the charge extraction per spill between UHDR and clinical mode.
The most feasible approach for synchrotron-based proton UHDR irradiation is to increase
the power of the beam extraction RF, shortening each spill to the order of milliseconds. This
approach, as demonstrated at other synchrotron facilities [24–26], would effectively increase
the beam current to ~100 nAs. If entire proton irradiation can be delivered in a single spill,
the field-averaged dose rate could potentially reach >40 Gy/s under certain scenarios,
therefore meeting the requirements for UHDR irradiation. Notably, a synchrotron-based
proton UHDR study has been reported recently by Yang et al. [24]. Their approach, with
passive scattering techniques, requires significant hardware modifications to the beamline
using meticulously designed scatterer to increase the field size and ridge filter for energy
modulation [25]. The limited efficiency of beam transport in passive scattering proton
UHDR beams imposes constraints on its potential applicability within other synchrotron
systems. Meanwhile, PBS has become the standard method for treatment delivery in
modern proton therapy systems. Cyclotron-based proton UHDR irradiation with PBS
has been used for pre-clinical studies. While there are certain challenges, the remarkable
versatility of PBS in fluence modulation, especially when combined with ridge filters for
energy modulation, has emerged as the central focus in the treatment planning studies for
proton FLASH therapy.

In this study, we describe our approach to implement UHDR PBS capability on a
synchrotron-based proton therapy system. Our work demonstrates that such an adaptation
is feasible without the hurdles of significant changes to the beamline hardware. While we en-
countered certain challenges and limitations inherent in the current-generation synchrotron
proton therapy system, the proton UHDR beamline developed at our institution offers op-
portunities for in-depth investigation into the fundamental mechanisms of FLASH sparing
effects and facilitates preclinical small animal proton UHDR irradiation experiments.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Modification to Existing Beam Delivery and Control System

The proton therapy system used in this study (Hitachi Probeat CR, Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) is a multi-room synchrotron system specifically designed for proton PBS with smaller
gantry footprint. The fixed-beam treatment room in this system was fitted to a dedicated
research room for pre-clinical studies and FLASH experiments.
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The synchrotron system delivers proton beams on a spill-by-spill basis. In each spill, a
limited number of protons can be accelerated to 7 MeV by the LINAC and injected into
the synchrotron acceleration ring. A single injected punch of protons is accelerated to
a user-specified energy roughly between 70.2 and 228.7 MeV and slowly extracted for
irradiation at a conventional dose rate. In the UHDR mode, beam extraction RF patterns
were adjusted for irradiation at 142.4 MeV and 228.7 MeV by the Hitachi engineering team.
These RF patterns were experimentally optimized to both maximize the number of protons
that can be extracted for each spill and minimize beam output fluctuations.

The first challenge in this study is to effectively control the delivery of proton UHDR
beams. Within this dedicated PBS system, the beam monitoring ion chamber (BMIC)
located in the PBS nozzle is the sole ion-chamber available for monitoring beam output and
regulating beam delivery. During UHDR irradiation, the BMIC must be disconnected and
cannot be used for beam delivery control. Instead, we utilized the simulated pulse signal
interface (SPSI) in the Hitachi synchrotron system for beam control. The square wave pulse
signal from a waveform generator (Keysight 33500B, Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa,
CA, USA) was supplied to the beam control system through SPSI. The system is configured
to terminate the synchrotron spill after 500 counts of square pulses have been received.
Therefore, the spill length can be adjusted by the frequency of the pulsed signal to SPSI. For
example, a 50 ms proton spill can be requested by setting the pulse frequency to 10 kHz.
Adjusting the frequency to 12.5 kHz will change the spill length to 40 ms, etc. Without the
actual signal from BMIC, each synchrotron spill is terminated at a preset time regardless of
the number of protons that have been extracted. Therefore, this leads to issues regarding
the reproducibility of beam output, as well as challenges in implementing PBS for UHDR
irradiation; both will be discussed later.

The other challenge in this study is to achieve an acceptable field size to irradiate
radio-biological samples. The preclinical studies proposed for this UHDR beamline involve
a sample size at 5 × 5 × 1 mm3 and a dose at Bragg peak > 120 Gy per spill. However,
the maximum total charge per spill (~5 nC) is relatively small. Retro-fitting this beamline
with beam scatterer and collimators would increase the field size at the cost of reduced
transport efficiency, leading to a lower deliverable dose. Therefore, we opted to utilize the
existing pencil beam scanning capability in this beamline to achieve the desired field size.
In UHDR mode, pencil beam scanning can be performed using the scanning controller in
the same manner as in the clinical mode. Since the BMIC signal is replaced by the fixed
frequency pulse signal through SPSI, the spot MU is proportional to the spot dwell time
rather than the actual number of protons in each spot. The measured beam fluence rate
can be used to derive the dwell time for individual spots, such that each spot will deliver
an approximately equal number of protons. Therefore, the irradiation field size can be
effectively increased from single spot to a scanning field size up to a few millimeters.

2.2. Pulse Structure Measurement of the Synchrotron Spill in UHDR Mode

The total charge of extracted protons per spill was measured using a Faraday cup,
which was installed on the beamline between the exit of the accelerator ring and the beam
entrance to the fixed beam room.

To determine the time structure of proton pulses, including spill length, pulse fre-
quency and microscopic pulse structure, a transmission strip ion chamber (Figure 1, IC64-6,
Pyramid Technical Consultants, Waltham, MA, USA) and a high-speed 128-channel charge
integrator (I128, Pyramid Technical Consultants, Waltham, MA, USA) were employed. The
transmission ion chamber was designed with two sets of 64 parallel strip electrodes at a
1 mm pitch in both the X and Y directions to accurately record the position and profile of
the proton beam. Additionally, it features an integral dose plane with 1 mm gap and 1000 V
bias voltage to capture the entire beam output. The chamber’s performance under proton
UHDR irradiation, including linearity, charge collection efficiency, and other characteristics,
has been thoroughly characterized using proton beams from a cyclotron system with over
300 nA beam currents [27]. The sampling frequency of the charge integrator was set at
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10 kHz, sufficient for the measurement of the microscopic pulse structure within each
synchrotron spill.
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2.3. Measurement of Beam Characteristics in UHDR Mode

We do not expect the beam characteristics (energy, spot size and spot position, as well
as beam divergence) to be significantly different between the clinical and UHDR mode.
Nevertheless, in UHDR mode, beam optics may exhibit slight variations owing to the
space charge effect caused by densely bunched protons. Beam tuning is also likely to be
adjusted due to the implementation of new extraction RF patterns. Most critically, certain
safety interlocks, including feedback mechanisms for spot size and position from BMIC, are
temporarily bypassed with SPSI in UHDR mode. As a precautionary measure, we decided
to measure some aspects of the beam characteristics and confirm its consistency between
UHDR and clinical mode.

GafchromicTM film (Ashland Inc., Bridgewater, NJ, USA) has been widely used for
dosimetry purposes in UHDR studies. The dose response of GafchromicTM film was found
to be consistent with dose rates up to 1500 Gy/s in previous studies [28–30]. Specifically,
the MD-V3 film has a large dynamic dose range (>100 Gy), making it suitable for the cross-
comparison of proton beam dosimetry at conventional and UHDR dose rates. It was used
extensively in this study to quantify the characteristics of proton UHDR beams such as the
spot size and spot position, as well as absolute dose profile, in proton UHDR irradiations.

The spot size and spot positions were measured with MD-V3 film in both clinical and
UHDR mode using a spot pattern containing nine spots (4 spots with 10 cm grid spacing,
4 spots with 5 cm grid spacing and 1 spot at the central axis). As a standard commissioning
requirement to derive beam model parameters associated with the propagation of in-air
spot size and beam divergence, the measurement of this spot pattern was repeated at
several positions along the beam axis. These positions ranged from 40 cm upstream to
20 cm downstream of the isocenter, with intervals of 10 cm.

2.4. Measurement of Dose and Dose Profile in UHDR Mode

For the preliminary dosimetry measurement, we used a 2 × 2 rectangular spot pattern
with various spacings to create square fields at different depths (2, 5, 10 and 13.5 cm depth)
in a Solid WaterTM HE phantom (Sun Nuclear, Melbourne, FL, USA). Each measurement
was repeated five times using MD-V3 films to measure the absolute dose and dose profile at
each depth. To account for the response dependence on proton linear energy transfer (LET),
calibration for film dosimetry was conducted at each depth of measurement, respectively,
in clinical mode, covering a range of doses from 5 Gy to 140 Gy. These films were scanned
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with an Epson Expression 12000XL scanner (Epson, Nagano, Japan) with 0.05 mm pixel
resolution (508 dpi). Film calibration curves were created following the established protocol
and applied to those irradiated in UHDR mode [31].

3. Results
3.1. Pulse Structure and Beam Fluence

After preliminary tests with the beamline and extraction RF parameters, the maximum
spill length was determined at 50 ms for 142.4 MeV and 75 ms for 228.7 MeV beams,
respectively. Each spill is separated by a two second delay to inject and accelerate protons
in the synchrotron. The microscopic pulse structure of synchrotron spills in UHDR mode is
shown in Figure 2. At both energies, due to the design of the RF pattern, the beam current
will reach its peak at the beginning of each spill to maximize the number of protons that can
be extracted and will gradually decrease until the end of the spill. At 142.4 MeV, the current
measured in the integral dose plane of IC64-6 is approximately 3.4 mA at the beginning of
the spill and gradually decreased to ~1.3 mA (62% lower) at the end of the 50 ms spill.
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The extracted charge with different spill lengths were summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
The maximum number of protons that can be extracted per spill is 4.96 ± 0.10 nC (at
142.4 MeV) and 3.08 ± 0.28 nC (at 228.7 MeV), respectively. This leads to average beam
currents at 99.20 nA and 41.07 nA at each energy level.
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Table 1. Charges per spill at 142.4 MeV.

Spill Length 10 ms 20 ms 30 ms 40 ms 50 ms

Charge per spill (nC)
Mean 1.43 2.76 3.91 4.50 4.96

Standard deviation 0.14 0.27 0.16 0.10 0.10

Average synchrotron current (nA) 143.20 138.15 130.33 112.50 99.20

Table 2. Charges per spill at 228.7 MeV.

Spill Length 9 ms 15 ms 45 ms 75 ms

Charge per spill (nC)
Mean 0.49 0.73 1.93 3.08

Standard deviation 0.07 0.03 0.17 0.28

Average synchrotron current (nA) 143.20 54.44 48.67 41.07

As previously mentioned, due to the “peaked” RF design, shorter spills will generate
a higher beam current and larger output fluctuations. Longer spills will produce a more
stable output at the cost of a lower beam current. At the shortest spill length tested in our
study (10 ms at 142.4 Mev and 9 ms at 228.7 MeV), the equivalent beam current increased
to 143.20 nA and 53.44 nA; however, the standard deviation of the Faraday cup readings
also increased from 2.0% and 9.10% to 9.8% and 14.2%, respectively. Due to the internal
averaging of the Faraday cup readings in the synchrotron controlling software, the standard
deviation of the actual beam output is expected to be much larger.

3.2. Beam Characteristics

After considering the reproducibility of the beam and the maximum charge per spill
as well as the practical feasibility for pre-clinical experiments, we selected 142.4 MeV for
the UHDR experiments. Unless stated otherwise, the discussions and reported data in the
following sections pertain exclusively to the UHDR or CONV measurements at 142.4 MeV.
All the UHDR measurements in the remainder of this section were conducted with 50 ms
spills at 142.4 MeV.

The measured spot size and its propagation along CAX are shown in Figure 3. The spot
sigma at both the X and Y axis at UHDR dose rate are within 0.1 mm from the measurements
at the conventional dose rate. The spot position error was found to be 0.23 ± 0.19 mm.
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The measured spot position and its propagation along the CAX are shown in Figure 4.
Each line represents the trajectory of individual proton spots on the X or Y axis, whereas
the intersection of lines represents the position of the virtual source. The virtual source
to axis distance (SAD) was found to be 1342.41 ± 12.98 mm and 1924.79 ± 16.39 mm for
X and Y axis, respectively, within 6 mm from the virtual SAD at conventional dose rate
(1342.36 mm and 1919.10 mm, respectively). These differences in the spot size and virtual
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SAD are considered negligible, and hence the consistency of beam characteristics between
UHDR and CONV dose rates is confirmed.
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The beam fluence measured at the integral dose plane in IC64-6 was used to derive the
spot dwell time for 50 ms spill at 142.4 MeV. The cumulative sum of the curve in Figure 2e
was plotted in Figure 5. The spot dwell time can be derived by interpolating the curve
in Figure 5 according to the desired spot weight on the Y-axis. For a 2 × 2 spot delivery
pattern, we estimated that the spot dwell time should be 7.7, 8.0, 13.5, 20.8 ms, respectively,
such that each spot will deliver approximately the same number of protons. Since the beam
current is at its highest at the beginning of the spill and gradually decreases towards the
end of the spill, the dwell time of each spot will sequentially increase to compensate for the
decreasing beam current.
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3.3. Film Dosimetry Results

Based on the spot dwell time derived from Figure 5, MD-V3 films were used to
measure the dose delivered per spill and dose profile for the 2 × 2 spot delivery patterns at
various depths in the solid water phantom. During the measurement, the phantom surface
was maintained at 30 cm upstream. The measurement depths were set to 2 cm, 5 cm and
13.5 cm. The dose distributions measured with MD-V3 films are shown in Figure 6. Due
to the fluctuations of the beam current, the derived spot dwell time from Figure 5 does
not always generate an ideal homogeneous dose distribution. For the UHDR spills shown
in Figure 6c,d, it appears that the beam current was over-estimated at the last two spots,
causing skewed dose profiles.
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The summary of UHDR-related dosimetric indices such as dose per spill, dose rate and
field size are shown in Table 3. The standard deviation of beam output is 4.6%, whereas the
field size at D50% ranges from 2.1 mm to 6.9 mm with different spot patterns and depths.
The average dose rate ranges from 726.3 Gy/s to 2436.2 Gy/s. In this study, we only tested
spot patterns with 2 × 2 spots and different spot spacings. Theoretically, we can deliver
more spots and expand the field size. The technical challenges and dosimetric impact of
expanding the scanning field size will be discussed in the next section.

Table 3. Measured dose per spill, dose rate * and field size under different UHDR irradiation conditions.

Spot Pattern Single Spot 2 × 2 Spots with
2.5 mm Spot Spacing

2 × 2 Spots with
5.0 mm Spot Spacing

2 × 2 Spots with
7.5 mm Spot Spacing

Measurement Depth (cm) 2 5 5 13.5
D100% (Gy, Mean ± SD) 121.8 ± 5.6 81.2 ± 3.8 36.3 ± 1.7 56.2 ± 2.6
Field size at D90% (mm) 0.6 1.1 2.3 3.7

Field size at D50% (FWHM, mm) 2.1 2.9 4.2 6.9
Dose rate (Gy/s) 2436.2 1624.1 726.3 1124.0

* D100% is defined as the dose at CAX. Dose rate is defined as averaged dose rate; it equals D100% divided by the
delivery time (50 ms).

4. Discussion

Three key factors need to be considered when developing a synchrotron-based proton
UHDR beamline: (1) the beam current within each spill, (2) total extraction charges per spill,
and (3) the time delay between each spill. As demonstrated here and in previous studies, the
extraction RF can be increased to generate a beam current sufficient for UHDR irradiation
without much technical difficulty. We reported here, with this approach, that the beam
current can reach ~100 nA at 142.4 MeV. The average dose rate of a single proton pencil
beam spot can be higher than 2000 Gy/s at 100 nA beam current and 50 ms spill length.

However, due to the limited number of protons per spill and the delay time between
each spill, it is technically challenging to irradiate a large volume with a UHDR dose rate
within one spill. We reported that a maximum ~5 nC of protons can be extracted per spill
at 142.4 MeV in our UHDR beamline. The maximum deliverable dose per spill falls off
dramatically as the scanning field size increases. For the UHDR irradiation of large animals,
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the maximum charge per spill needs to be increased to accommodate larger target volumes.
Although this would require modifications to the beamline, it is still feasible and not
difficult. It is worth noting that the UHDR beamline retrofitted from the double scattering
system has already been reported to be capable of delivering up to 16 nC per spill [25].

The development of the proton UHDR beamline at our institution currently faces
limitations due to the absence of BMIC-based beam control. The estimation of beam output
relied on the average number of protons per spill, while the assignment of individual
spot weights was determined based on the measured proton fluence rate within a spill.
Both aspects are susceptible to fluctuations in the beam extraction RF from spill to spill,
resulting in a 4.6% variance in beam output and non-uniform fluence distribution within
the scanning fields.

The absence of BMIC also constrains our ability to utilize PBS to expand the field
size. The configuration of SPSI requires a minimum of 13 pulses from the external signal
to generate a single pencil beam spot. Given a 10 kHz pulse signal and 500 pulses for
a 50 ms spill, this criterion limits us to a maximum of 13 spots deliverable in each spill.
Consequently, we have opted to restrict the spot patterns to a 2 × 2 configuration for the
purposes of this feasibility study. This constrained delivery pattern keeps the scanning
field size relatively small. Even with the most conservative dose rate definition, known
as the “field dose rate” [32], the system still exhibits the capability to irradiate an area of
2.3 × 2.3 mm2, delivering 36.3 Gy per spill and maintaining a dose rate of 726.3 Gy/s at a
depth of 5 cm in the plateau region. This dose rate significantly surpasses the established
FLASH dose rate threshold of 40 Gy/s. Should we choose to segment the spill into more
spots and expand the scanning field size to span a few centimeters, the dose delivered
per spill would decrease due to the limited charge available per spill, and hence the
average dose rate would be smaller as well. Nevertheless, the dose rate will likely meet
the requirements for FLASH dose rates under certain field size limitations. Achieving this
capability necessitates the implementation of a well-designed beam delivery control system
based on BMIC for proton UHDR PBS irradiation.

The transmission ion chamber IC64-6 utilized in our study was designed for UHDR
applications. It can generate pulse signals based on the accumulated charge from the
integral dose plane. In theory, it can be used to control the beam and spot delivery properly
through SPSI. We are currently working on the comprehensive characterization of this
transmission ion-chamber and potential integration with the beam delivery system. The
proper configuration of the charge quantum per pulse is crucial for the transmission ion
chamber in the context of UHDR irradiation. In this study, we used a 10 kHz square wave
signal for UHDR beam control. We have estimated that, to achieve the same precision as
in clinical mode, the pulse rate from the ion chamber must be elevated by a factor of 100,
reaching approximately 1 MHz at the peak beam current for delivering UHDR scanning
beams. Furthermore, it is imperative to thoroughly investigate the charge collection effi-
ciency, particularly in recombination effects within the BMIC under UHDR irradiations.
Previous reports have indicated that a saturated nozzle BMIC operating at beam currents
exceeding 30 nA can induce a roughly 5% beam-to-beam output variation and up to 10%
daily fluctuations [20]. While the IC64-6 transmission chamber used in this study has been
evaluated for charge collection efficiency and ion recombination effects using scattered
proton beams at current up to 350 nA, it is essential to note that the smaller spot size
in our system (σ = 2.0 mm versus 5.5 mm in a previous study [27]) may lead to higher
ionization density and more likelihood of ion recombination. As such, this demands further
in-depth investigation.

In this study, we predominantly used Gafchromic films for dosimetry measurements.
Ideally, ion-chamber based dosimetry measurements would be more suitable. However,
the irradiation field size is quite small with the current system setup and comparable to
the active volume of commonly used compact parallel-plate ion chambers, such as the
PTW-Advanced Markus chamber. This limitation gives rise to challenges associated with
achieving lateral charge equilibrium. Furthermore, the instantaneous dose rate in our setup
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exceeds the dose rate for which the Advanced Markus chamber was originally evaluated
for proton UHDR irradiation [33]. This raises concerns about potential ion recombination
effects. Additionally, without precise beam control based on BMIC, the utility of ion
chambers for dose measurements is limited. We intend to provide a comprehensive report
on ion chamber dose measurements once the evaluation and integration of the transmission
chamber into the UHDR beamline are completed, thereby addressing these limitations.

5. Conclusions

It is feasible to deliver proton pencil beams at UHDR dose rates using a clinical
synchrotron-based proton therapy system. The capability of the system is limited by the
maximum charge per spill and spill length. To fully harness the potential of synchrotron
systems for pre-clinical proton FLASH experiments, the implementation of a transmission
ion-chamber-based beam delivery and control system is imperative.
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